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About This Game

Project Nimbus is a high speed mech action game set in a post-apocalyptic world. Players control 'Battle Frames' - humanoid
battle suits armed with an arsenal of weapons.

This is a mech game that lets you fly freely in the sky, dodge and intercept incoming missiles with machine guns, and fight
armies of hostiles with every kind of modern weapon you can imagine. Battle against numerous powerful colossal opponents
with the power to annihilate armies, engage ace Battle Frame pilots, each with their own unique fighting styles and stories.
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Extremely detailed and expansive management sim + tense, reflex-testing pizza-making marathons. It manages to feel both very
fun and very tiring. Honestly, this game feels like hard work! With the stakes being raised each business day, you feel a constant
pressure to do more, better, faster or lose everything. With the stress comes great relief and a sense of accomplishment from
surviving another throng of customers. Best in short bursts but has enough content to keep you playing for a long time.. For
99cents you can not go wrong with this game. I have played for 3 hours already today. I know I will play a lot more. 99 cents for
all that time playing. And it's fun. It is hard to wrap your head around the unique angles that the swaping takes place on, but that
is part of the charm of these games.. A very fun game that makes you feel like a valiant Confederate raiding Union supply lines,
some parts feel unfinshed, but you can't blame that on the small company that made it. I got this game wanting to see how it
compared to Overcooked. I tried playing with a pro controller, and it took too long to position the character to access the
different items in the game. I resorted to a mouse and keyboard although the game suggested just the keyboard (which would be
the same issue as the pro controller.) While I enjoyed the tutorial and the first day, I found that it progressed difficulty way too
quickly. I think I'll stick to Overcooked.. love the game so far cant wait to see what they do with it. my only issue is when you
die you spawn no where near your camp at all and making it back before dark is impossible.. Wow, where to begin? When I
first got my HTC Vive, I downloaded every free game, app and demo to check out in VR. All the free Video players were pretty
good, but most were missing features that most people have come to expect. That's understandable, considering they were free.
No complaints and thank you. So I decided to buy a better version with some more features and choose "StarPlayer VR" for
$10.

What a waste of money! Sure it has a couple of additional features that you don't see in the free players (like "Replay" and
"A\/B Looping", that sort of thing), but the picture quality was absolutely horrendous! I'm not talking about just a slight
difference in picture quality. I mean the degradation was dramatically noticeable than all the other free versions! It was so bad, I
figured something happened during the initial application download. So I uninstalled and deleted all folders and files, and
reinstalled. Nope! The picture quality is just that terrible! You'll quickly see the difference comparing this crap side-by-side
with the free players on Steam.

Do yourself (and your wallet) a favor, and pass on this. If you want a very good player that is even cheaper than most of the
others, I'd recommend "Whirligig" (and the cost is only $4)! No, I have no affiliation with the author of Whirligig, I'm just a
user that enjoys the product. I'll be writing a review of that product next.. Oh, The Assembly...

Well, for a "walking simulator" it's quite serviceable.
As is usually the case in these games, you spend most
of the time walking around, inspecting different items while looking
for the handful of specific ones that will let you move on to the
next area. It's par for the course and works like you'd expect.
The game also has some simple but neat puzzle solving sprinkled in
to break up the monotony, which is a welcome distraction when it occurs.

Presentation isn't bad, with clean graphics and some "hit or miss" voice acting.
The story is interesting enough, relatively speaking, if somewhat slow.
It's nowhere near as profound as it presents itself as, but - given what else is out
on the VR platforms right now, it could have been a lot worse and still came out
better than most of it's competitors.

As a VR game on the whole, however, it's not much to celebrate.

For the most part, it uses a crosshair in the middle of your sights to target things,
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much like you would choose a scene in Oculus Dreamdeck.
Sadly, there is no way to decouple the HMD movement from your virtual body,
so moving around never feels natural.
There is also no support for VIVE motion controllers, even though the simple 3-button control
scheme could easily have been mapped to one of the wands.
The developer cites "VR parity" as the reason for this, and have said that they will not be
implementing support for those controllers.

Which brings me to the elephant in the room, of course.
nDreams have received plenty of feedback (most of it bad) regarding
their pricing model on the Steam forums - and while the company servbot, JennyB,
keeps rehashing a canned response (when she should have been apologizing instead)
about how the higher priced VR bundle is actually the base game,
that doesn't change the fact that we are charged a de facto premium
compared to playing the game in 2D.
This looks especially poor given the engine the game is built on,
and how the bare-bones VR implementation suggests that they've
simply just unticked the "VR checkbox" in Unreal4.

So, you know. The day a publisher makes a game's "ultra" graphics settings a paid DLC (since that's
something not everyone will be able to enjoy) you'll know who to thank for setting that precedent.

More detail can be found in the developer's official reply here:
https://steamcommunity.com/app/373650/discussions/0/359543951713952090/#c359543951714277675
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So what is the difference between pac-man and ms. pac-man really? Well she has a bow in her hair.... That's it? Get out of
town!. An old game quite hard but never the less, very fun. Cllumsy interface, but the real problem is that after finishing the
tutorial level the game froze when trying to start the first level. I had to stop the process to end it... and every time I tried
afterward over the next few days it would again freeze at the start of the main level.

Requested and got refund.. This is actually pretty good, I wish we could zoom out a bit (it's a bit nauseating being so close to
everything but I got used to it)

I'm surprised it hasn't sold more than this, lack of marketing maybe?. I know it's early access but this game should not be
unplayable on my machine. I wasn't even able to test gameplay - just got cards then deleted it from HDD. For now I just wasted
some money and got fooled.. "QWOP meets Mount Your Friends". I couldn't describe this game in any other way than being the
pure essence of what a party game should be like. Fueled by rivalry in it's purest forms.

If you don't hate your friends enough, this is the game for you

9.5\/10. Game sucks♥♥♥♥♥ Devs lied about making game better. Do not buy EVER!
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